Abstract The purpose of this paper is to discuss about the different models for black hole production at the future Large Hadron Collider. In traditional scenarios the Planck scale is fundamental, and the weak scale is derived from it via some dynamical mechanism. Recently, several authors are exploring an alternative viewpoint where the weak scale is the fundamental scale of nature and the 4-dimensional Planck scale is to be derived from that [1] . These scenarios include large or warped extra dimensions, propagation of matter and gauge degrees of freedom on brane worlds, and a fundamental Planck scale of O(TeV). If the scale of quantum gravity is near TeV we will have a copious production of mini black holes at the Large Hadron Collider [2] and Cosmic rays interactions in the atmosphere [3] . We discussed as well other line of semi-classical models from analog gravity in nonlinear electrodynamics that can be tested as well at LHC. The possibles consequences of these models for high energy experimental physics are discussed. Black Hole Production at High energy Interactions. In hadron scattering the black hole (BH) cross section is found from the partonic cross section for partons i and j to form a BH: where ^/s is the collider center of mass energy, x and T/x are the parton momentum fractions and/j are the parton distribution functions (PDF 
Black Hole Production in Brane World. Through small-scale compactifications of D-4 dimensions an effective Planck scale M p
TeV is found. To reach a Planck scale of O(l planck ) a large "warped volume" is required, which can be achieved by either a large warp factor [4] or a large bulk volume [5] (or possibly even both). Matter and gauge fields turn out to propagate tipically in a 4-brane, while gravitons can reach the extra dimensions.
Black Hole Production at High energy Interactions. In hadron scattering the black hole (BH) cross section is found from the partonic cross section for partons i and j to form a BH: where ^/s is the collider center of mass energy, x and T/x are the parton momentum fractions and/j are the parton distribution functions (PDF). M BHmin is the minimum mass for a valid BH and i m = M^H min /s. The Schwarzchild radius R s of a (4+n)-dimensional BH is given by [6] , assuming that the extra dimensions are large (^> R s \ The total cross section is estimated by geometrical arguments [2] , and is of order:
s . From the theory we have the Schwarzchild radius R s , the Hawing temperature T H , the average inverse particle energy <1/E> and average multiplicity <N> as functions of Mp, M B H and the number of extra dimensions, n [1 , 2] . From the experimental cross sections distributions, if the BH are produced, we can estimate these paramaters, including the number n of unseen extra dimensions.
Charge Asymmetries in Brane World. A possible dynamical charge asymmetry in astrophysical objects is simply sketched in [7] . They argue on brane calculations in a 5-dimensional spacetime without any compactification at all The structure of the spectrum was found for gravitons, massless scalar fields, gauge bosons, and fermions. Only massless fields would remain localized around the brane which constitutes our conventional 3+1 world, while the massive particles are dynamically pushed apart from it. By assuming an initial asymmetry between particles and anti-particles (compensated by a symmetry between electrons and protons, such that the matter remains neutral as a whole), that mechanism would eventually drive some electrons out from the 4-D world. The same would not occur with the same efficiency with protons due to color confinement The net result is a positively charged macroscopic visible structure. One of the devised applications of this model is to allow astrophysical objects (stars) to achieve a significant net electrical charge, the gravitational collapse of which towards a BH may provide in this way a viable engine of unbeamed gamma-ray bursts [8] .
Microscopic variations of this could also be found in particle colliders. For example at the LHC (pp collisions) experiments, if these charged BHs are created, we would expect, at least, missing energy and charge asymmetry, and maybe some gamma-ray jets.
Black Hole from Analog Gravity in Nonlinear Electrodynamics. Analogous structures of black holes are also possible to occur in electrically nonlinear fluids endowed with large velocities of matter flow [9] . The authors argue on an effective modification of the speed of light due to the possible nonlinearity in the constitutive relations of Maxwell theory [10] . This admits a mathematical description in terms of an effective Riemannian geometry, and a configuration of fields and matter flow is shown to display most of the features of an event horizon when concerning to electromagnetic waves; but matter fields are not bounded by such structure. Also, this kind of black hole is not subjected to Hawking evaporation, as far as its dynamics is not determined by the mass configuration but by the distribution of electromagnetic charges. This can be studied as well at LHC in the heavy ion collider experiment (ALICE). It can be argued that when the electromagnetic energy, inside the BH, become so high it can create pairs particle-antiparticle that can cross the BH horizont, maybe in a huge explosion (jets?).
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